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Notwithstanding a general sense of gloom about the South African economy and the
debate over whether the country is about to be declared in official economic recession,
the JSE continues rising steadily.
Meanwhile, with the ANC in urgent discussions about how to fund the debts of its dysfunctional
SMEs lest they default upon interest payments and precipitate the domino effect of a sovereign
debt crisis, investors need to be aware that the consequence of such a failure must inevitably
be a sell-off of JSE shares. Already, in anticipation of such an event, the Rand has been taking
strain.
Remarkably in such circumstances, JSE Blue Chips as measured by the ShareFinder Blue
Chip Index, have been gaining steadily in value since late June. Whether this represents
merely a recovery from an oversold position as evident by how far the Index had fallen below
its ten-tear growth average as denoted by the purple trend line in my graph below, or the
beginning of a long-term recovery obviously remains to be seen. However, note the yellow
(short-term) projection, ShareFinder projects that the recovery will continue at least until midSeptember. However, the (red) medium-term projection calculates that it will all be over from
September 11/12 and that it will be downhill from then until early December

It is hardly surprising that the Rand has taken such strain since February following the ANC’s
decision to test whether land expropriation without compensation is a viable option. As is to be
expected, foreign investors are running scared and such promises as President Cyril
Ramaphosa has been able to extract in respect of his $100-billion foreign investor pipe dream
have been from sources like China which have long-term political objectives that are not
necessarily in the country’s best interests. ShareFinder projects that in the circumstances the
Rand is likely sometime soon to surpass its previous weakest point established in November
2017 at the height of the drama surrounding the axing of former president Jacob Zuma.

However, to put the Rand into perspective, it is useful to note that the Australian Dollar has
also been losing value relative to the US dollar at a quite spectacular rate. Were it to continue
for the rest of the year, my trend line indicates a compound annualised loss rate of 22 percent.

All of this is, of course, happening against a backdrop of world markets which could be
approaching the peak of the longest bull market in modern history. Here I should note that
tracking Wall Street's two best-known indicators over the past ten years, the SP500 index
which has been rising at compound 12.9 percent and the Dow Industrial Index which has
averaged 11.6 percent, my graphs below show that ShareFinder expects both to continue
rising for the next 12 months at least.

For good measure, you should also consider the MSCI World Index which measures the
performance of large and mid cap shares across 23 Developed Markets. As my next graph
shows, the index has been well above its long-term average since August last year and despite
a powerful correction between late January and late March, is still well into overbought territory
with ShareFinder projecting that it will remain there at least into the new year.

Prospects Portfolio
It is thus probably safe to argue, despite my recent reservations, that it is time to begin moving
out of cash and back into shares. There need be no hurry about this, however, as my
projections hint at a further weakening phase of the markets between September and
Christmas which could offer better buying opportunities
Which brings me to my Prospects Portfolio which, as readers well know, is 32 percent in cash
representing R1 096 990 available for re-investment. Currently the portfolio consists of:

Last month I highlighted Richemont, AVI, Adaptit, Assore, JSE and Transcap, in that order. But
before considering the outlook for these six, I should add that I retained the shares in the
existing portfolio on merit and so, if you do not have any of these, you should prioritise them
starting with Naspers in respect of which I am happy to say I took the controversial step of
getting rid of a portion late last year because our holdings had grown so much in value that we
need to do some re-balancing. I did well there because I sold before the recent decline in
value. If you do not have Naspers in your own portfolio, now might be a good time to consider
adding it since ShareFinder senses some short-term weakness (yellow projection) between
now and mid-September when it could fall to around R3050.

AVI and Capitec are also worthy additions if you do not currently hold them. AVI has advanced
strongly recently but is still well below its February high and could well fall back between now
and November as ShareFinder projects:

Capitec has been recovering steadily since its precipitous January fall but ShareFinder projects
a fresh phase of weakness between now and early October which could offer attractive buying
opportunities:

Richemont is likely to experience a brief pull back between now and the end of the month:

ShareFinder thinks that you could take your time to buy Adaptit because weakness could be
ongoing:

And the same applies to Assore which might be in continued decline:

ShareFinder projects that JSE could remain in decline until mid-September to mid-October:

And Transcap could bottom in early September:

I also have my eye on Finbond which could offer a good opportunity between now and early
September:

Top Performer Lists
In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit,
should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested
replacements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second
block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price
of a greater degree of investment risk:

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers

